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Cash Mobile moneyvs Difference

Person-hour

Cost 

585 thousand

521 lakh

122 thousand

111 lakh

463 thousand

410 lakh

Overall comparison
(for 1,27,975 group meetings held 

in one month) 

Cost of cash

Credit Officer (CO) travels 
to a group meeting

Borrowers travel
to group meeting with 

passbook & money Borrowers form 
small groups

of 5 

Each group submits 
Passbook and 

Money to the CO

CO receives and counts 
money, records in Collection 

Sheet and Passbooks

CO checks and 
summarises collected 

amounts

CO reports to 
Branch Manager 

CO submits collected 
installments to 

Accounts Officer 
(BAO)

BAO records in Daily 
Collection Register (DCR)

BAO posts collection
in Software
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CO travels back to BRAC 
branch office

Collection from 
absent borrowers
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Rough weather days may disrupt 
these meetings & the CO has to 
travel to every borrowers house

On average, there are
30  borrowers in a group meeting

Receiving cash 
comes with the risk of 
fake/torn notes 

Possibilites of 
error in 
documenting & 
counting 

Duplication in 
record keeping

Borrowers may need to
travel to the branch 
which is often far away if 
they miss the CO

By this time the same 
money has switched 
hands and physically 
recorded at least 
three times (in 
passbooks, collection 
sheet & cash register)

CO has to travel back with   
$1500 in cash on average 
which poases a security risk  

Possibilty of counting error as the 
CO reconciles the day's collection  

Possibility of error
in data entry

Collecting installations 
from borrowers of 

a Credit Group costs

4.6 person-hours

406.9 Tk.

Steps marked with dotted 
lines can be skipped 
with mobile money
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Detailed process mapping 
to reveal all the steps and personnel involved 

Surveys performed to estimate the time
required for each step of the process self reported by the personnels 

Estimation of person-hour and cost
considering staff salaries and engagement time

Estimation of other direct costs
associated with each step, if any, (e.g., transport cost)

Total cost of installment collection for one group meeting  
estimated by summing up staff costs and direct costs associated with all steps of the process

Estimation of total cost of installment collection for all BRAC branches (per month) by multiplying 
the average total cost for 1 group meeting with the total number of group meetings organised in all BRAC 
branches in a month

Estimation of cost that can be saved by replacing cash with mobile money by reviewing the whole 
process to determine which steps are likely to be omitted in a mobile money based transaction system 
and discounting the costs for those steps.

Additionally, focus group disucssions were conducted to explore beneficiary perspectives and key 
informant interviews with BRAC Stuff to reveal their perspective.

Estimates are based on number of group meetings in a month across all BRAC branches with Dabi 
programme. At the time of preparing this brief, data collected from BRAC reports that 127975 group 
meetings were taking place in a month in all BRAC branches.

This person-hour estimation includes involvement of more than one BRAC stuff in some of the steps.

The cost for BRAC to collect via mobile money is 1.5% paid to the mobile money provider.
 
The cost for BRAC to disburse via mobile money is 0.25% paid to the mobile money provider.

Neither of these were accounted for in the calculations presented above.

Note:
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Methodology

BRAC staff involved in installment collection

Estimates were derived using the following steps:
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CO is the grassroots field 
officer tasked with being the 
main point of contact for all 
borrowers and savers 

Credit Of�cer 
(CO)

BAO looks after all the accounts 
related transactions and 
documentations at the branch 
level

Branch Accounts 
Of�cer (BAO)

BM manages the microfinance 
programme at the branch level, 
supervising the COs and 
communicating with the clients

Branch Manager 
(BM)


